Abstract. We show that the class of rings with flat socles is closed under the formation of polynomial extensions, direct products, and excellent extensions. We also point out that if a ring R can be embedded into a semisimple Artinian ring, then all finitely generated flat 73-modules are projective.
for every x £ I (see [1, 19.18] ). We will frequently use this property. A ring S is an excellent extension of a ring R if
(1) S is a free normalizing extension ofR with a basis that includes 1; that is, there are finitely many elements Sx, ... , s" £ S such that sx = 1, S -Rsx H-hRs" , Rsj = SjR for all i -I, ... , n and S is free with basis {sx,..., sn} as both a right and left R-module.
(2) S is right R-projective; that is, if Ms is a submodule of Ns and Mr is a direct summand of Nr , then Ms is a direct summand of A^.
A right R-module Mr is called a PS-module if Soc(Mr) is projective. A ring R is called a right PS-ring if RR is a PS-module (see [5] ). Here we define a right R-module Mr to be an PS-module if Soc(MR) is flat. A ring R is a right FS-ring if RR is an PS-module. As we know, all semiprime rings, right p.p. rings, right nonsingular rings, and F-rings are right PS-rings and therefore right PS-rings [5] . Here we mention that right SP-rings (rings whose simple modules are flat) are right PS-rings. The following example, which is due to Victor Camillo, shows that a right PS-ring may not be a right PS-ring. ( 1 ) R is a right FS-ring.
(2) R has a faithful right FS-module. where Fr is a finitely generated free R-module. Since Mr is flat, the above sequence is pure, which implies an exact sequence 0->K®RS^F®RS^M®RS^0.
Since (M<&R S)s is projective, K®r S is a direct summand of F®r S and so is finitely generated. Let {zc;®l}y be a finite set of S-generators of K®R S. From [7, 3.57] there exists an R-homomorphism 6: F -> K such that 6(k¡) = zc, for every i. Now for every k ® 5 = X)/=i h ®Si £ K ®R S 0(k) <g> s = ^2 0(h) ® s' = ^2 k' ®si = k®s.
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Corollary 12 (Stewart [9] ). Let a ring S be an excellent extension of a ring R.
Then S is a right PS-ring if and only if R is a right PS-ring.
Proof. First assume that S is a right PS-ring. Take a minimal right ideal T of R . Observe that (T®rS)s = T-S<Soc(Ss), (T®r S)s is projective as well as flat. Thus from [8] TR is flat, which implies that Tr is projective from Lemma 9.
Conversely assume that R is a right PS-ring. From [6] we have Soc(Rr) ® S ^ Soc(Rr) • S = Soc(Ss).
Therefore from the well-known Adjoint Associativity Theorem (see [1, 21.7] ) Soc(Ss) is projective. D
